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We consider the problem of succinctly representing a given vertex-weighted tree of n
vertices, whose vertices are labeled by integer weights from {1,2, . . . , σ } and supporting
the following path queries eﬃciently:
• Pathmedian query: Given two vertices i, j, return the median weight on the path from i
to j.
• Path selection query: Given two vertices i, j and a positive integer k, return the kth
smallest weight on the path from i to j.
• Path counting/reporting query: Given two vertices i, j and a range [a,b], count/report
the vertices on the path from i to j whose weights are in this range.
The previous best data structure supporting these queries takes O (n logn) bits space
and can perform path median/selection/counting in O (logσ) time and path reporting in
O (logσ + occ logσ) time, where occ represents the number of outputs [M. He, J.I. Munro,
G. Zhou, Path queries in weighted trees, in: International Symposium on Algorithms and
Computation, 2011, pp. 140–149]. We present a succinct data structure taking n logσ +
6n + o(n logσ) bits space that can perform the above mentioned queries in O (logσ logn)
and O (logσ logn + occ logσ) time respectively.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction and previous work
We consider the problem of succinctly representing a given vertex-weighted tree T of size n, whose vertices are labeled
by integer weights from {1,2, . . . , σ } and supporting the following path queries eﬃciently:
• Path median query: Given two vertices i and j, return the median weight on the path from i to j. If the number of
vertices on this path is m, then the median weight is the m/2th smallest weight among the weights of those vertices.
• Path selection query: Given two vertices i, j and a positive integer k, return the kth smallest weight on the path from i
to j. If k is greater than the number of vertices on this path, return NULL. Thus path selection query is a generalization
of path median queries for which k = m/2.
• Path counting/reporting query: Given two vertices i, j and a range [a,b], count/report the vertices on the path from i to j
whose weights are in this range.
These queries are fundamental to numerous applications in computer science as different data types can be modeled
and represented as weighted trees [15,3,1,8]. The path median problem was introduced by Krizanc et al. [15], where they
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O (n logb n logn) bits space with O (b log
3 n/ logb) query time, where 2  b  n. By choosing b = n/ logn for some small
positive constant  , the index space can be made O (n logn) bits, where as the query time will be O (n). Recently He
et al. [10] improved both the above results simultaneously by achieving O (logσ) query time in O (n logn) bits space. Here
we note that σ  n.
The path counting problem was introduced by Chazelle in [3], where he proposed an O (n logn) bits data structure with
O (logn) query time,1 and the best known solution is by He et al. [10] with O (logσ) query time using the same space
requirements. Note that when σ is signiﬁcantly smaller than n, this new structure performs better. The path reporting
problem was introduced by He et al. [10], where they proposed an O (n logn) bits data structure answering these queries in
O (logσ) and O (logσ + occ logσ) time respectively, where occ represents the size of output.
While the previous best data structure by He et al. [10] achieves faster query times, its space requirement is O (n logn)
bits, which can be much larger than the optimal n logσ + 2n− O (logn) bits needed for encoding T , when σ is signiﬁcantly
smaller than n. In this paper, our objective is to present a more space eﬃcient solution to this problem, which occupies
n logσ + 6n + o(n logσ) bits space and can answer path median/selection/counting queries in O (logσ logn) time and path
reporting queries in O (logσ logn + occ logσ) time respectively.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Bit-vectors with rank/select support
The rank and select operations on a given bit-vector B of length n corresponding to b = {0,1}, are deﬁned as follows:
• rankb(B, i) returns the number of b’s B[1 . . . i].
• selectb(B, j) returns the position of jth b in B.
Lemma 1. (See [13,4].) The rank and select operations can be performed in constant time by maintaining the bit-vector B in n + o(n)
bits.
2.2. Succinct representation of ordinal trees
An ordinal (ordered) tree is a rooted tree in which the children of a vertex are ordered and speciﬁed by their rank.
Lemma 2. (See [14,18,2,16].) Any n-vertex ordered tree can be maintained in 2n + o(n) bits, such that many operations including the
following can be supported in constant time (vertex i refers to the vertex with pre-order rank i):
• parent(i) returns the parent of vertex i,
• lca(i, j) returns the lowest common ancestor of two vertices i and j,
• depth(i) returns the numbers of vertices in the path from root to vertex i,
• left-child(i)/right-child(i) returns the pre-order rank of left/right child of vertex i.
2.3. Heavy path
Let T be a tree with n vertices. We deﬁne the size of an internal vertex v to be the number of leaves in the subtree
rooted at v . Then the heavy path of the tree T is the path starting with the root vertex, with each vertex v on the path
being the largest-size child of its parent. The heavy path decomposition of the tree T is the operation where we decompose
each off-path subtree of the heavy path recursively; as a result, the edges in T will be partitioned into disjoint heavy paths.
Lemma 3. (See [9,5].) The path from the root of T to any vertex v traverses at most O (logn) heavy paths.
2.4. Wavelet tree
Let A[1 . . .n] be an array of length n, where each element A[i] is a symbol drawn from a set Σ of size σ . The wavelet
tree (WT) [7] for A is an ordered balanced binary tree on Σ , where each leaf is labeled with a symbol in Σ , and the leaves
are sorted alphabetically from left to right. Each internal vertex u represents an alphabet set Σu , and is associated with
a bit-vector Bu . In particular, the alphabet set of the root is Σroot = Σ , and the alphabet set of a leaf is the singleton set
containing its corresponding symbol. Each vertex partitions its alphabet set among the two children (almost) equally, such
1 In the problem formulated by Chazelle, the weights are associated to edges instead of vertices. The tree can be rooted with root chosen arbitrarily.
Then, edge-weights and vertex-weights are equivalent as each vertex (except root) can be associated with a unique edge and vice versa.
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right child. For the vertex u, let Au be a subsequence of A by retaining only those symbols that are in Σu . Then Bu is a
bit-vector of length |Au|, such that Bu[i] = 0 if and only if Au[i] is a symbol represented by the left child of u. Indeed, the
subtree from u itself forms a wavelet tree of Au . To reduce space requirement, Au ’s are not stored explicitly in the wavelet
tree. Instead, we only store the bit-vectors Bu , each of which is augmented with Raman et al.’s scheme [13,4] to support
constant-time bit-rank and bit-select operations. WT takes n logσ(1+o(1)) bits space and can answer the following queries
eﬃciently:
Lemma 4. (See [17, Section 2], [12, Theorem 1].) Given two intervals [s, e] and [a,b] as an online query, a wavelet tree on A can count
the number of A[x]’s such that s x e and a A[x] b in O (logσ) time, and can report all such occ A[x]’s in O ((1+ occ) logσ)
time.
Lemma 5. (See [6, Theorem 2].) Given an interval [s, e] and a parameter k, a wavelet tree on A can compute the kth smallest element
in A[s . . . e] in O (logσ) time.
Proof. The algorithm is recursive and takes O (logσ) steps. We may represent the query as a quadruple (array, start point,
end point, selection parameter) and it is initialized to (Au, s, e,k), where u is the root of WT. Let u′ be the left and u′′ be
the right child of u. Then the range [s, e] in Au can be translated to [s′, e′] in Au′ and [s′′, e′′] in Au′′ in constant time as
follows: s′ = 1+ rank0(Bu′ , s− 1), e′ = rank0(Bu′ , e), s′′ = 1+ rank1(Bu′′ , s− 1) and e′′ = rank1(Bu′′ , e). Now if k e′ − s′ + 1,
then the desired answer corresponds to a leaf in the sub-tree of u′ and we recurse the algorithm on (Au′ , s′, e′,k), else we
recurse on (Au′′ , s′′, e′′,k − (e′ − s′ + 1)). The algorithm terminates when it reaches a leaf vertex. Since the tree depth is
O (logσ) and at each level, it takes only constant time for rank operations, the query time can be bounded as O (logσ). We
refer to [6] for a detailed description of the algorithm with an example.2 
The following is a generalization of Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. Given t disjoint intervals [s1, e1], [s2, e2], . . . , [st, et] and a parameter k, a wavelet tree on A can compute the kth smallest
element in A[s1, e1] ∪ A[s2, e2] ∪ · · · ∪ A[st, et] in O (t logσ) time.
Proof. The above described algorithm can be easily modiﬁed to handle the general case. Starting with u = root and u′,u′′
as its left and right vertices: we translate the ranges [si, ei] in Au to [s′i, e′i] in Au′ and [s′′i , e′′i ] in Au′′ , for i = 1,2, . . . , t , in
O (t) time. Now if k 
∑t
i=1(e′i − s′i + 1), then recurse in Au′ with the corresponding translated ranges, else recurse in Au′′
with the corresponding translated ranges and with k −∑ti=1(e′i − s′i + 1) instead of k. The algorithm terminates when it
reaches a leaf vertex. It takes O (t) time at each level of wavelet tree, and the tree depth is O (logσ). 
3. The data structure
This section will present the proposed data structure and query algorithm for answering different path queries eﬃciently
along with their theoretical guarantees. Henceforth, given a tree T , we refer to the vertices of the tree by their pre-order
rank i.e. vertex i refers to the vertex with pre-order rank i in tree T . Also we assume pre-order numbering begins with 1.
We begin by introducing the notion of “reference” in tree T , which has been subjected to heavy path decomposition.
• We say that vertex j refers to vertex i in tree T , represented by ref ( j) = i if: (a) vertex i is on the same heavy path as
that of vertex j, (b) depth of vertex i (as deﬁned in Section 2.2) is minimum among all the vertices in the heavy path
as that of vertex j. Therefore, i is the vertex closest to the root and is on the same heavy path as that of j.
• We deﬁne the reference count of vertex i, represented by rci , as the number of vertices in tree T that refers to vertex i
i.e. number of vertices j with ref ( j) = i. We note that for a given vertex i, rci > 0 if ref (i) = i, otherwise rci = 0, i.e., in
a heavy path, the reference count of all the vertices except the shallowest one is 0.
3.1. Structure
We are now ready to describe our structure for supporting path queries. Given the tree T of n weighted vertices, we ﬁrst
perform the heavy path decomposition of T and then construct various components of proposed data structure described
below.
1. 2n + o(n) bits representation of the structure of T supporting the basic navigational operations (Lemma 2) in constant
time.
2 The space bound of Theorem 2 in [6] is written as O (n logσ) bits, but it is indeed n logσ + o(n logσ) bits.
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2. A bit-vector B = 10rc110rc210rc3 . . .10rcn augmented with constant time rank/select data structures. As ∑ni=1 rci = n,
length of bit-vector B is 2n and augmented rank/select data structures only takes o(n) bits space (Lemma 1). For any
vertex i, its reference count can now be computed in constant time as: rci = select1(B, i + 1) − select1(B, i) − 1.
3. To eﬃciently compute (constant time) ref (i) for a given vertex i, without storing all the references explicitly, we main-
tain a tree T ′ . Such a tree is obtained by simple transformation of T as follows (see Fig. 1 for an example).
For every vertex i (except root), we set parentT ′ (i) = ref (parentT (i)). Furthermore all children of a particular vertex in the
transformed tree T ′ are arranged in the increasing order of their pre-order rank in the original tree T from left to right.
Note that this transformation guarantees the following properties:
• The pre-order rank of a vertex in T remains unchanged in T ′ .
• For any vertex i in T with ref (i) = i, ref (i) is the pre-order rank of parent of vertex i in T ′ i.e. ref (i) = parentT ′ (i).
Therefore, for any given vertex i in T , its reference ref (i) can be computed in constant time as follows.
ref (i) =
{
i if rci > 0,
parentT ′(i) otherwise,
where, reference count of vertex i (rci) can be computed using rank/select operations on B in constant time (explained
in item 2). Just as we did with the original tree T , we maintain the transformed tree T ′ using 2n+o(n) bits along with
support for navigational operations.
4. Finally, we maintain the weights of vertices in the tree T as an array C[1 . . .n]. Let Ci be the weight array for the
vertex i, then array C is the concatenation of all weight arrays in the order of pre-order rank of vertices. i.e., C =
C1C2C3 . . .Cn . For a vertex i, its weight array Ci is the collection of weights of all vertices j with ref ( j) = i ordered by
their pre-order rank. Thus by deﬁnition Ci is empty if rci = 0, otherwise Ci = C[1 + select1(B, i) − i, . . . , select1(B, i) −
i + rci].3 We maintain array C as a wavelet tree, occupying n logσ + o(n logσ) bits space.
Lemma 7. The weight of a given vertex j is given by the following equation, where i = ref ( j).
weight( j) = C[1+ select1(B, i) − i + depth( j) − depth(i)].
Proof. Note that within Ci , the weights are maintained from left to right in the increasing order of pre-order rank of the
corresponding vertex. Hence the weight of i comes ﬁrst (i.e., weight(i) = Ci[1] = C[1 + select1(B, i) − i]), followed by the
weight of its child which is on the same heavy path and so on. Hence an entry corresponding to a vertex j comes in Ci
only after the entries corresponding to all its ancestors which is on the same heavy path as that of j, and the number of
such ancestors is given by depth( j) − depth(i). 
Lemma 8. The total space of our structure can be bounded by n logσ + 6n + o(n logσ) bits.
Proof. The data structure consists of B augmented with rank/select structures (2n + o(n) bits), succinct encoding of T
(2n + o(n) bits), succinct encoding of T ′ (2n + o(n) bits), and the wavelet tree of C (n logσ + o(n logσ) bits). By putting all
together, we obtain the above lemma. 
3 The term −i is to eliminate 1′s from the bit-vector B corresponding to which there are no entries in C.
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Before we describe how different path queries can be answered using the proposed data structure, we highlight an
important property of array C which is used by the query algorithm.
• Given two vertices h, j in T such that vertex h is an ancestor of vertex j and both vertices belong to the same heavy
path, weights of all the vertices on the path from h to j are maintained in a contiguous range [l, . . . , r] of array C with
i = ref (h) = ref ( j), l = select1(B, i) − i + depth(h) − depth(i) and r = select1(B, i) − i + depth( j) − depth(i).
Let z and x be the two vertices in T such that vertex z is ancestor of vertex x. The path from vertex z to vertex x in T
traverses at most O (logn) heavy paths (using Lemma 3). Now using the property described above, we can obtain a set S of
O (logn) ranges over array C such that (a) any two ranges in S are disjoint, and (b) ranges in S together contain weight of
only those vertices which appear on the path from vertex z to x in T .
Obtaining such a set S in O (logn) time is the core part of query answering. We list the steps to be performed to achieve
this objective.
• Initialize j = x and h = ref ( j).
• Obtain a range for weights of vertices in the path from h to j using the property above, add it to our answer list.
• Update j = parent(h) and h = ref ( j). Note that by this, we are jumping to another heavy path which overlaps with the
path from z to x.
• Repeat the previous step until h is in the subtree of z i.e. h z.
• Finally if z j, add to our answer list a range covering the vertices on the path from z to j and exit.
As tree navigation operations as well as the operations involved in obtaining a range for given vertex pair (h, j) on
the same heavy path i.e. select, depth, ref can be done on constant time, time complexity of the described routine can be
bounded by O (logn).
Let i and j be the input vertices for path queries. If vertex i is an ancestor of vertex j in tree T or vice versa, we
can obtain O (logn) ranges over array C covering weights of all the vertices on the path from i to j as described earlier.
Otherwise we compute vertex z = lca(i, j) and obtain two sets of ranges, one for vertex pair (z, i), the other for vertex pair
(z, j) and merge them. Therefore different path queries on a tree can be converted to corresponding queries on an array
C in O (logn) time, where the input consists of t = O (logn) disjoint intervals. Note that for the path median query, the
number of vertices on the path from i to j is given by depth(i) + depth( j) − 2× depth(lca(i, j)) + 1. Combining these results
with Lemmas 4 and 6, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There exists a succinct representation of T taking n logσ + 6n + o(n logσ) bits of space which can perform path me-
dian/selection/count queries in O (logσ logn) time and path report query in O (logσ logn+ occ logσ) time, where occ is the number
of outputs. 
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we proposed a succinct representation of vertex-weighted trees supporting path queries eﬃciently. The
main technique used here is heavy paths based tree transformation, by which the vertex weights are maintained in an array,
such that weights on any tree path fall in O (logn) contiguous regions of this array. In previous best result [10], He et al.
used a different approach, where the weight set is recursively partitioned and a tree structure is maintained for each of its
subset. An input query is then answered by querying on at most O (logσ) tree structures. A very recent (concurrent) work
by He et al. [11] provides an nH(WT )+o(n logσ) bits solution, where H(WT ) is the entropy of the multi-set of the weights
of the vertices in T . This index can support path counting queries in O (logσ/ log logn + 1), path median/selection queries
in O (logσ/ log logσ + 1) and path reporting queries in O ((1 + occ) logσ/ log logn) time. Their result is optimal, for space
as well as query time, when σ = Ω(n/poly logn).
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